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	Get to know effective ways to improve PostgreSQL's performance and master query optimization, and database monitoring.


	About This Book

	
		Perform essential database tasks such as benchmarking the database and optimizing the server's memory usage
	
		Learn ways to improve query performance and optimize the PostgreSQL server
	
		Explore a wide range of high availability and replication mechanisms to build robust, highly available, scalable, and fault-tolerant PostgreSQL databases



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are a developer or administrator with limited PostgreSQL knowledge and want to develop your skills with this great open source database, then this book is ideal for you. Learning how to enhance the database performance is always an exciting topic to everyone, and this book will show you enough ways to enhance the database performance.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Build replication strategies for homogeneous and heterogeneous databases
	
		Test and build a powerful machine with multiple bench marking techniques
	
		Get to know a few SQL injection techniques
	
		Find out how to manage the replication using multiple tools
	
		Benchmark the database server using multiple strategies
	
		Work with the query processing algorithms and their internal behaviors
	
		Build a proper plan to upgrade or migrate to PostgreSQL from other databases
	
		See the essential database load balancing techniques and the various partitioning approaches PostgreSQL provides
	
		Learn memory optimization techniques and database server configurations
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Vibration Simulation Using MATLAB and ANSYSCRC Press, 2000
Transfer function form, zpk, state space, modal, and state space modal forms. For someone learning dynamics for the first time or for engineers who use the tools infrequently, the options available for constructing and representing dynamic mechanical models can be daunting. It is important to find a way to put them all in perspective and have them...
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Microsoft Office Outlook 2010 QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	QuickSteps books are recipe books for computer users. They answer the question, “How do I...” by providing a quick set of steps to accomplish the most common tasks with a particular operating system or application.


	The sets of steps are the central focus of the book. QuickSteps sidebars show how to quickly perform many...
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The Wiley Handbook of Global Educational Reform (Wiley Handbooks in Education)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		The Wiley Handbook of Global Educational Reform examines educational reform from a global perspective. Comprised of approximately 25 original and specially commissioned essays, which together interrogate educational reform from a critical global and transnational perspective, this volume explores a range of topics and themes...
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Success Secrets: Real-Life Stories to Inspire and MotivateWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008

	This unique book fills a vital gap present in most study and examination guides - it offers inspiration and motivation to make the student want to excel. As such, it is a valuable complement to the author's other book, "Scholars' Secrets". The author shares his personal story about how he overcame poverty and parental abuse,...
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Modeling and Reasoning with Bayesian NetworksCambridge University Press, 2009

	Bayesian networks have received a lot of attention over the last few decades from both scientists and engineers, and across a number of fields, including artificial intelligence (AI), statistics, cognitive science, and philosophy.


	Perhaps the largest impact that Bayesian networks have had is on the field of AI, where they were...
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Creating Innovative Products and ServicesGower, 2011

	Really new products and services are scarce, yet the need for them is huge. That's why Innovation is an important managerial instrument - but many of us struggle with how to approach it. Gijs van Wulfen's "Creating Innovative Products and Services" is an essential read for anyone involved in new product or service design,...
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